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Instability, collapse, and oscillation of sheaths caused by secondary electron
emission
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The Debye sheath is shown to be unstable under general conditions. For surface materials with

sufficient secondary electron emission (SEE) yields, the surface’s current-voltage characteristic has

an unstable branch when the bulk plasma temperature (Te) exceeds a critical value, or when there

are fast electron populations present. The plasma-surface interaction becomes dynamic where the

sheath may undergo spontaneous transitions or oscillations. Using particle-in-cell simulations, we

analyze sheath instabilities occurring in a high Te plasma slab bounded by walls with SEE. As the

plasma evolves, whenever the sheath enters an unstable state, its amplitude rapidly collapses,

allowing a large flux of previously trapped electrons to hit the wall. These hot electrons induce

more than one secondary on average, causing a net loss of electrons from the wall. The sheath

collapse quenches when the surface charge becomes positive because the attractive field inhibits

further electrons from escaping. Sheath instabilities influence the current balance, energy loss,

cross-B-field transport and even the bulk plasma properties. Implications for discharges including

Hall thrusters are discussed. More generally, the results show that common theories that treat

emission as a fixed (time-independent) “coefficient” do not capture the full extent of SEE effects.
VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4773195]

I. INTRODUCTION

Secondary electron emission (SEE) is important in a

wide variety of applications. Most theoretical treatments

of plasma-surface interaction (PSI) with SEE1–6 assume im-

plicitly that the sheath is stable by postulating a static sheath

structure with constant “emission coefficient” cnet�Ce,out/

Ce,in, the ratio of emitted flux to incident electron flux at the

surface. For floating surfaces, current balance requires

Cion ¼ Ce;net ¼ Ce;in � Ce;out ¼ Ce;inð1� cnetÞ: (1)

For a given plasma source beyond the surface, Ce,in is a

(decreasing) function of the sheath potential U. (We define U
as a positive quantity.) Cion is a constant, i.e., independent of

U, by the Bohm criterion. A larger cnet requires more plasma

electrons to reach the surface to balance Cion. This leads to

the well known reduction of the floating potential and

increased plasma energy loss due to SEE. In analytical mod-

els or fluid simulations of specific systems, SEE is usually

treated as a constant correction factor representing the

enhanced heat transmission coefficient at the sheath bound-

ary.4 However, with SEE a stable sheath may not exist; in

this case no time-independent model with a fixed cnet can

fully describe the PSI.

The question of stability should always be considered in

practice. Nonsteady surface effects due to SEE have been

observed in numerous plasma simulations7–14 and experi-

ments.15–17 Because the plasma properties in any device are

coupled to the PSI, this can affect more than just the surface.

Instabilities attributed to SEE may cause sudden changes to

the whole plasma,7,9,10 enhance cross-B-field transport9,10,13

and drive spontaneous oscillations,8,9,15 which can modulate

critical parameters (wall fluxes, energy loss, plasma poten-

tial, total plasma energy, etc.), launch plasma waves, pro-

duce electromagnetic radiation and cause interference.

It is therefore important to determine whether nonsteady

surface effects are the norm in applications where SEE is

strong. One way SEE can trigger dynamic sheaths is by mak-

ing the net differential resistance of the sheath negative,

causing instability of the sheath. The simplest example of

this is when an electron beam is incident on the surface. The

emitted current induced by the beam depends on the beam

impact energy, which varies with surface potential in a way

that gives the current-voltage (I-V) trace an unstable

branch.15 It is natural to ask whether a similar mechanism

could generate dynamic sheath behavior in any plasma-wall

system with SEE, since the plasma electrons can be consid-

ered a superposition of beams to an extent.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the causes

and consequences of SEE-induced sheath instabilities in a

general theoretical framework. We will study in detail why

instabilities occur, under what conditions, how they evolve

in time and what effects they have on PSI. In Sec. II, we

show that the I-V stability requirement for a static sheath can

be expressed mathematically in a simple way as a competi-

tion between two terms. From this we show that the stability

requirement is violated under common conditions in plasma

applications. In Sec. III, we study the time-evolution of the

sheath structure during instability in a simple simulated

plasma slab. In Sec. IV, we discuss implications of sheath

instability on PSI and some possible connection to experi-

ments, in particular to the SEE-driven transport observed in

Hall thrusters.
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II. MECHANISM OF SHEATH INSTABILITY

A. General considerations

Although the term “sheath” refers to the region of posi-

tive space charge in front of the surface or “wall,” the essen-

tial force that draws ions to the wall and repels incoming

plasma electrons is provided by the negative charge on the

wall. Let re denote the negative surface charge density.

(This way for convenience we have re and U as positive

quantities for a classical sheath with negatively charged wall

and negative surface potential.)

The sheath is I-V stable18 at an equilibrium surface

potential relative to the plasma Ueq if dCe,net/dU< 0 at

U¼Ueq, (or equivalently if dCe,net/dre< 0 at re¼ re,eq). The

reason is that any perturbation of U will perturb Ce,net in a

way that serves to restore U to Ueq. On the other hand, the

sheath cannot be a static structure if dCe,net/dU> 0 because

perturbations of the surface charge would amplify. For a

floating surface, Ueq is the value of U satisfying the zero

current condition (1). For a conducting surface, nonzero cur-

rents are allowed in some configurations. For instance, if a

plasma-facing surface is inductively coupled to a conductor

biased at (negative) potential -V, then Ueq¼V. Hence any

value of Ueq is possible depending on the system. The stabil-

ity condition is a separate requirement.

To determine whether the sheath is stable for some U
requires computing Ce,net as a function of U. For a given

interior electron energy distribution function (EEDF) over

kinetic energies parallel and normal to the wall f(w//,w?),

along with c(e), the SEE yield as a function of kinetic impact

energy e, Ce,net can be written as,

Ce;net ¼
ð1

0

ð1

eU

f ðwk;w?Þ½1� cðwk þ w? � eUÞ�dw?dwk: (2)

The form of Eq. (2) indicates that electrons in the plasma

interior with w?� eU will reach the wall and have impact

energy e¼w//þw?� eU. Differentiating with respect to U
yields two terms,

dCe;net

dU
¼�

ð1

0

f ðwk; eUÞ½1� cðwkÞ�dwk

þ e

ð1

0

ð1

eU

f ðwk;w?Þ
dc
de
ðwk þw? � eUÞdw?dwk : (3)

The stability condition can be expressed in a lucid form.

First, let us write the electron flux as a summation to treat

cases where there may be multiple electron components in

the source distribution (e.g., a plasma with a beam). Let

CS,in(U) denote the total influx of component “S.” The differ-

ential electron flux terms in Eq. (3) can be rewritten in terms

of the influx to express the stability condition as,

dCe;net

dU
¼
X

S

dCS;in

dU
ð1� ck;SÞ þ CS;in

dc
de

� �
S

� �
< 0: (4)

Equation (4) gives general insight into the physics of

stability. The first “collection” term is due to the change in

number of electrons that reach the surface as U varies,

dCS,in/dU. Because marginally collected electrons with

w?� eU in the plasma interior will strike the wall with zero

normal kinetic energy, their average SEE yield c//,S(U) is due

only to their w//, as seen in the first integral of Eq. (3).

Because it is always true that dCS,in/dU� 0, the collection

term is stabilizing (provided c//,S< 1). This is why sheaths

without SEE are I-V stable and can exist statically.

The second “energy” term of Eq. (4) is the change in

emission caused by the change in impact energy of the inci-

dent electrons as U varies. Quantitatively as seen in the sec-

ond integral of Eq. (3), the energy term is just the influx CS,in

times the average of dc(e)/de over the influx. The energy

term is usually destabilizing because dc(e)/de> 0 for materi-

als in the energy range of interest. Thus overall, the collec-

tion term must outweigh the energy term for a static sheath

to exist with dCe,net/dU< 0.

B. Instability due to fast electrons or beams

An elegant example of the competition between terms in

Eq. (4) is Griskey and Stenzel’s experiment.15 A� 200 eV

electron beam was projected towards an electrode immersed

in a cold Te� 3 eV background plasma. The I-V trace of this

electrode had a negative (unstable) differential resistance in

the voltage range where all beam electrons were collected

and no plasma electrons were collected. For instance, at

�100 V, the collection term of Eq. (4) is clearly zero for

both the beam and plasma electron components, so the

beam’s energy term drives instability. It was shown that

spontaneous oscillations would arise if the electrode were

inductively coupled to a grid biased to a potential in the

unstable branch of the I-V trace. On the other hand, the dif-

ferential resistance was positive for electrode voltages where

plasma or beam electrons were partially collected (e.g., near

�200 V or near �1 V) because the respective collection

term in Eq. (4) outweighed the energy term(s).

There were three floating potentials satisfying zero

current. Two were in the voltage branches where beam and

plasma electrons were partially collected, both stable. The

third was near �100 V in the unstable I-V branch, meaning

it would not be observable on an unbiased floating surface.

The concepts in this example are important in various sys-

tems where fast electrons are present among the colder

plasma electrons. For instance, a qualitatively similar I-V

trace can be measured for probes in plasmas ionized by ener-

getic electrons emitted from hot biased filaments.19

C. Instability in hot plasmas

For higher temperature plasma applications, the SEE

induced by thermal plasma electrons becomes important. To

examine stability in such systems, we first consider a simple

example; a 1-D Maxwellian source EEDF in front of a wall

(with no parallel energy wk).

f ðw?Þ ¼ n0

me

2pTe

� �1=2

expð�w?=TeÞ: (5)
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To illustrate the basic physics, we use an approximate

function for the SEE yield. If we let c(e)¼ e/e1, where e1 is

the energy at which c(e) crosses unity, Cmax,net(U) can be cal-

culated analytically,

Cmax;net ¼ n0

me

2pTe

� �1=2

Te 1� Te

e1

� �
expð�eU=TeÞ: (6)

Rewriting Cmax,net in terms of the influx Cmax,in, the pos-

itive part of Eq. (6) gives

Cmax;net ¼ Cmax;in 1� Te

e1

� �
: (7)

By analogy to the general stability equation (4), the

differential flux can be expressed in terms of Cmax,in,

dCmax;net

dU
¼ � eCmax;in

Te
þ eCmax;in

e1

: (8)

If Te< e1, then dCMax,net/dU< 0 for all U, meaning the

plasma electrons produce a positive differential resistance.

Hence sheaths are unsurprisingly I-V stable in systems with

low temperature plasmas. But as Te increases, the EEDF

over w? spreads out, thereby weakening the collection

term. Beyond a critical temperature (Te> e1), we see that

dCMax,net/dU> 0 in Eq. (8). This raises the question of

whether a static sheath can exist in high temperature plasmas.

It is necessary to note from Eq. (7) that when Te> e1,

the emission coefficient of the Maxwellian electrons

cMax¼Te/e1 exceeds unity for all U. So for a floating surface,

a classical Debye sheath with re> 0 could not exist due to

the zero current condition. Zero current can instead be main-

tained with a nonmonotonic potential profile u(x) called a

“space-charge limited” (SCL) sheath,1–6,20 or by an inverse

sheath21 with a u(x) that monotonically increases towards
the wall; these structures have a positive surface charge

(re< 0) that pulls some secondaries back to the wall. A new

flux component Cref appears in addition to the Maxwellian

plasma electrons Cmax, so that cnet< 1 overall in Eq. (1).

Analyzing stability when re< 0 is more complex because

surface charge perturbations will also affect Cref and the sta-

bility equation (4) must include this species.

However, there is always a branch of surface potentials

in which re> 0. The I-V trace is unstable in this branch

when Te> e1. This is important for conducting surface appli-

cations where zero current is not required. For hot plasmas

contacting conductors in various circuit arrangements, the

same types of spontaneous oscillations demonstrated in Ref.

15 with a beam are possible and the implications discussed

in that paper carry over directly.

In reality, SEE yields22 are nonlinear, nonmonotonic

functions of energy and have an angular dependence. But

this does not change the conclusion. For arbitrary c(e//,e?),

the flux of a source EEDF f(w//,w?)¼ f//(w//)f?(w?) with

arbitrary f//(w//) that is Maxwellian over w? is,

Ce;net /
ð1

0

ð1

0

fk ðwkÞe
�ðw	?þeUÞ=T? ½1� cðwk;w	?Þ�dw	

?
dwk: (9)

We started with Eq. (2), inserted f?(w?) from Eq. (5),

and then performed the change of variable w*
?¼w?� eU.

Differentiating Eq. (9) we obtain,

dCe;net

dU
¼ � e

T?
Ce;net: (10)

Thus if Ce,net< 0, or equivalently if the SEE coefficient

exceeds unity, it follows that dCe,net/dU> 0. This is critical

because it is well known that SEE coefficients for commonly

used plasma-facing components can exceed unity at typical

plasma temperatures23 (in the tens of eV range and above).

Equation (10) proves that anytime this is the case, the surface

has an I-V characteristic with a negative differential resist-

ance in the voltage range where the surface is negatively

charged. Sheath instability phenomena could occur in all

such applications.

D. Influence of parallel energies on instability

Equation (10) holds independently of the structure of

the parallel component of the EEDF, f//(w//), as long as the

full EEDF is separable, i.e., f(w//,w?)¼ f//(w//)f?(w?). Paral-

lel energies are often ignored in sheath theories because they

are not altered by the sheath and do not affect Ce,in. But

parallel energies enhance the SEE yield and weaken the col-

lection term relative to the energy term via the c//,S parameter

in Eq. (4). This is relevant to all real plasmas, which have

three velocity dimensions. For the case of a 3D isotropic

Maxwellian, the critical Te required for instability is much

less than in the 1-D Maxwellian example from Eq. (8).

Parallel energies can also drastically alter the I-V trace

for surfaces in plasmas with beams. For example, a “simple

beam” with (by definition) a small spread in energy, nor-

mally incident on a surface in a plasma, will contribute a

positive electron flux and positive differential resistance in

part of the branch of surface voltages where the beam is par-

tially collected. Also, provided the beam flux approaching
the wall exceeds Cion, the surface has a floating potential in

this branch. But if the beam is incident at an oblique angle

such that c//,beam> 1 in Eq. (4), it follows that the collection

term is destabilizing. In addition, Cbeam,net� 0 for all U and

no floating potential can exist for the beam!

The energy term can also change its usual sign with an

oblique beam. Materials that obey the universal SEE yield

curve shape22 exhibit a local maximum of c(e) typically

somewhere between 0.2–1 keV. Thus for most materials

there is an energy range in which dc(e)/de< 0 and c(e)> 1.

For beams with an energy component parallel to the wall in

this range, the energy term is stabilizing.

E. Instability in hot weakly collisional plasmas

A high collisionality is necessary to maintain a Maxwel-

lian EEDF. In applications where collisionality is low, some

new kinetic SEE effects arise, including the possibility of

secondaries propagating to other surfaces.24,29,48 The source

EEDF f(w//,w?) in front of each surface is much different

from the Maxwellian case of Sec. II C. It turns out sheath
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instability still occurs at high temperature, but the mecha-

nism is more intricate.

Consider a symmetric weakly collisional planar plasma

bounded by floating walls with SEE. Such a plasma can be

produced in the E
B discharge model in Fig. 1(a) at low

neutral pressure. Sheaths must form at each wall in order to

maintain Ce,net¼Cion. A potential well u(x) of some ampli-

tude U forms, as in Fig. 1(b). Electrons with total energy

normal to the walls wx� 1=2mevx
2� eu(x)< eU are trapped

and oscillate in the potential well while those with wx> eU
can quickly escape to the walls. The electron velocity distri-

bution function (EVDF) over v// and vx in the plasma interior

(where the potential energy is near zero) is shown in

Fig. 1(c).

The EVDF structure forms self-consistently with the

sheaths. In Fig. 1(c), the electron density is much lower

beyond the cutoff velocity jvxj> vcutoff� (2eU/me)
1/2 because

loss cone replenishment is weak in low collisionality. How-

ever, note there is a small high density cluster of electrons

just beyond the cutoffs; this cluster consists mostly of secon-

daries. Secondaries are emitted from the wall, the “top” of the

potential well, so they always have wx> eU. They are accel-

erated away from the wall by the sheath, have jvxj> vcutoff in

the interior, cross the plasma, overcome the other sheath and

strike the other wall as a “beam” after a flight time sflight.

Collisions will not significantly attenuate the beam if the

average collision time is less than sflight.
24,29

To treat the weakly collisional case with the generalized

stability equation (4), we must consider positive and negative

perturbations of U separately because of the EEDF disconti-

nuity at wx¼ eU. For negative perturbations, the fact that the

electron density in the bulk is orders of magnitude larger

than in the loss region causes the dCin/dU factor in Eq. (4) to

be much larger than the energy term. Therefore, the sheath is

unstable when the collection term itself is destabilizing, i.e.

(1� c//)< 0. This occurs when the effective electron temper-

ature component parallel to the wall T// is large enough that

the SEE yield of the marginally trapped “weakly confined

electrons” (WCE’s) cWC exceeds unity. Formally, cWC is

just c// in Eq. (4) when the derivative dCe,net/dU is taken as

wx! eU from below. Instability does not occur for positive

perturbations of U because marginally lost electrons are

mostly cold beam electrons. Positive perturbations of U are

self-canceled by a decreased collection of beam electrons

from the other wall with c//,beam< 1.

The “WCE instability” concept was verified in Ref. 9. In

a simulated weakly collisional plasma, when the sheaths

were stable (cWC< 1), the data showed that the plasma

evolved slowly in a “quasistatic” manner over many ls. But

anytime cWC reached unity, a sudden drop of U would occur

over a few ns. The fact that U always drops and never jumps
reflects the asymmetry between positive and negative pertur-

bations discussed above. Another special feature of the WCE

instability is that electron energy parallel to the wall w// is

essential to drive it. On the other hand, it was shown that

normal energy w? alone was capable of driving instability in

the Maxwellian plasma or applied beam cases.

F. What happens when a sheath is unstable?

To further understand the effects of sheath instabilities

on PSI, one must study not just why they occur but also how

they evolve. A system with unstable sheaths could either

undergo a transition to a stable state or oscillate perpetually.

The exact behavior will depend on specifics of the plasma

device including the EEDF and type of surface.

As an illustrative example, we will analyze the time evo-

lution of a WCE sheath instability in Sec. III. Reference 9

presented simulation data showing that the WCE instability

caused sudden changes in plasma parameters. But the insta-

bilities themselves, including how the sheath structure and

currents evolved in time, were not examined in detail. Here,

we will find that some interesting and important effects arise

during instability which violate commonly accepted PSI

principles.

III. ANATOMY OF A SHEATH INSTABILITY

A. Overview of the simulation code

The 1D3V electrostatic direct implicit particle-in-cell

code (EDIPIC)25 was written by Sydorenko to model a planar

E
B xenon plasma bounded by walls with SEE, see

Fig. 1(a). The code is well suited to study SEE effects

because of the simple geometry and because the diagnostics

track secondaries separately. The system is assumed uniform

in the y-z plane. The plasma temperature is maintained by an

E
B background field, which imparts energy to electrons by

drift motion. This configuration resembles the acceleration

FIG. 1. (a) Simulation model discussed further in Sec. III A. (b) Confining

potential well seen by electrons, �u(x). Here, the plasma size H is 2.5 cm.

We refer to the center (x¼ 1.25 cm) as the zero potential in the discussion.

(c) Distribution over v// and vx for electrons in the “middle” of the plasma

gap (0.8 cm< x< 1.7 cm) in relative units. Note, v//� (vy
2þ vz

2)1/2. In this

figure U¼ 38V and vcutoff¼ 3.7
 108 cm/s.
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region of a Hall thruster (HT).26 Development of EDIPIC

was motivated in part by the strong experimental support of

the influence of SEE in HT’s which was reviewed recently by

Raitses et al.27 The applicability of the model for HT’s is

justified elsewhere.25,28,29

The main control parameters are the uniform applied

fields Ez and Bx, neutral gas density na, plasma density n0,

plasma width H and turbulent collision frequency �turb. Pois-

son’s equation is solved using the direct implicit algorithm30

to compute the plasma’s self-generated presheath-sheath

field Ex(x). Particle dynamics are governed by Ex(x) and the

E
B drift from the background fields. Electrons suffer col-

lisions with neutrals which scatter all velocity components.

Turbulent collisions randomly scatter the y-z component of

the velocity vector, leading to an average y-z directed energy

gain from the axial electric field of meVD
2 per scatter, where

VD¼Ez/Bx is the drift velocity. Turbulent collisions can be

used to model anomalous Bohm-like transport (along E,

across B) in real discharges.31 They can also be used as an

adjustable heat source for the bulk plasma. Turbulent colli-

sions do not alter Ce,in directly because the velocity compo-

nent normal to the wall vx is unchanged. Ionization of

neutrals occurs at a rate roughly equal to the losses, so there

is not much change in plasma density during the simulation.

SEE in EDIPIC is implemented using properties of boron-

nitride ceramics (BNC), a typical HT wall material. For

BNC, c(e)� 0.17e1/2 (e in eV) and crosses unity near

e¼ 35 eV.32 EDIPIC was rigorously verified to reproduce

experimental plasma behaviors.25

B. Plasma EVDF properties in a typical simulation

In Fig. 1(c), we illustrated the structure of a representa-

tive weakly collisional plasma produced in a simulation

with Ez¼ 200 V/cm, Bx¼ 0.01T, na¼ 1012 cm� 3, n0¼ 1.1


 1011 cm�3, �turb¼ 5.6
 106 s�1 and H¼ 2.5 cm. These

parameters are in the range used to model HT’s under experi-

mental conditions (cf. Table I of Ref. 29).

The electron influx Ce,in to the walls consists of several

components of different origins. Trapped “bulk” electrons

outside of the semicircular region in Fig. 1(c) have total

velocities |v| exceeding vcutoff. They can be scattered into the

loss region by elastic collisions with neutrals, forming the

“collision-ejected electron” (CEE) flux CCE. The density of

CEE’s in the loss region is very low because the frequency

of collisions �en is small. This is a common property of low

pressure discharges where the mean free path is larger than

the system width H. (Coulomb collisions are known to only

weakly affect the plasma,25 so their contribution to scattering

is less important.)

Cb is the SEE “beam” flux (from the opposite wall). In

equilibrium by symmetry of the two beams, the “secondary”

(emitted) outflux from a wall Ce,out is also Cb. Therefore,

Ce,net¼Ce,in – Ce,out¼ (CCEþCb) – Cb¼CCE. The ion flux

Cion is estimated by the Bohm criterion in terms of Tx.

Analytical estimates for T//, Tx, U and flux components in

steady state in terms of simulation parameters are given in

Ref. 29. The exact values are unimportant to us here. We

care about relative magnitudes for current balance. Because

the walls are floating, the zero current condition applies.

CCE � Cion: (11)

The sheath potential U limits CCE to maintain this bal-

ance. There is a second quasisteady state condition for main-

tenance of the beam. The SEE induced by the influx,

cCECCEþ cbCb, must produce the beam reaching the other

wall Cb, where cCE and cb are the average number of secon-

daries produced per impacting CEE and beam electron,

respectively. This gives,

Cb �
cCECCE

1� cb

� cCECion

1� cb

: (12)

Secondaries are colder than bulk electrons, so cb< cCE

always. The net SEE yield cnet can be derived from (12),

cnet �
cCE

1þ cCE � cb

: (13)

There is an additional way that electrons can reach the

wall. Weakly confinesd electrons with wx slightly below eU
can be nudged by field fluctuations into the loss region. In

EDIPIC diagnostics, impacting electrons are assumed to be

WCE’s if they did not come directly to the wall after a neu-

tral collision (CEE) or after emission from the other wall

(beam). In quasisteady state, the influence of CWC on the

flux balance is small because CWC� Cb.
9,29 One can correct

Eqs. (11) and (12) to account for WCE’s but this will not be

needed here. What matters is the parameter cWC in the simu-

lation data provides a metric for sheath stability.

Cb in Eq. (12) depends critically on cb. True secondaries

are emitted with small initial kinetic energies. In transit

across the plasma, they undergo drift motion in the y-z plane

with w// oscillating between 0 and 2meVD
2. Their motion

across the plasma (x-direction) is governed by u(x). By the

symmetry of u(x), vx upon impact at the opposite will be

negligible so the beam impact energy ebeam depends only on

the phase of parallel drift motion at the flight time sflight,
7

ebeam � meVD
2ð1� cosðxcsf lightÞÞ; (14)

where xc¼ e Bx / me is the gyrofrequency. sflight is simply a

(decreasing) function of U. Equation (14) does not quantify

the beam energy precisely because a substantial fraction of

the SEE �0.2�0.4 consists of elastically backscattered elec-

trons32 with various emission energies and mixed drift

phases. But the main point of Eq. (14) is cb can vary substan-

tially with U. This coupling is critical in the simulations.

C. Long time scale plasma behavior

Figs. 2 and 3 show the temporal evolution of the flux

components, their partial SEE coefficients and U in two sim-

ulations. The initial simulation state (t¼ 0) is a spatially uni-

form Maxwellian EVDF with initial temperature 10 eV in a

cold ion background. Sheaths quickly form as electrons

escape to the walls, the surface charges negatively and ions
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are then pulled to the walls. The loss cone becomes depleted

within �100 ns. Equation (13) shows that in quasisteady

state, the SEE beams with cb< 1 create a feedback mecha-

nism that keeps cnet below 1 automatically, so that a classical

sheath with a monotonic u(x) and re> 0 always forms.

Most of the plasma evolution is “quasistatic” and

Eqs. (11)–(13) hold approximately. But there are times when

the parameters in Figs. 2 and 3 abruptly change. These tran-

sitions are sheath instabilities, triggered when cWC� 1, as

discussed previously. A negative perturbation �DU of U in

Fig. 1(b) moves the cutoff velocity in Fig. 1(c) inwards.

Now, at each wall, WCE’s with e(U�DU)<wx< eU will

be able to overcome the sheath and reach the wall. When

cWC> 1, the initial perturbation will lead to a net reduction

of re on the wall, further lowering U, allowing more previ-

ously trapped electrons to reach the wall, etc. Thus we

expect the sheath instability to feature a fast loss of surface

electrons accompanied by a fast decrease of U and a fast

increase of CWC.

D. Detailed temporal analysis of a WCE instability

1. Parameters used to describe instability

To investigate the sheath “collapse” closely, in Fig. 4

we zoom into the instability near t¼ 500 ns in Fig. 2. During

instabilities, the system is no longer symmetric because the

two sheaths do not collapse simultaneously. We therefore

follow parameters at both walls in Fig. 4 and use subscripts

L and R to distinguish them in writing. We introduce the

electron charging rate of each floating wall,

dre

dt
¼ eðCe;net � CionÞ

in Fig. 4 because the surface charges re,R and re,L determine

the potential barriers UR and UL relative to the plasma interior.

Right before sheath collapse, all parameters are at some

“equilibrium value.” For instance, we denote Ueq as the poten-

tial right before sheath collapse, when UR¼UL¼Ueq.

2. Onset of instability—The sheaths collapse

We now analyze the instability in Fig. 4. Because cWC

crossed unity near t¼ 490 ns, the sheaths have become unsta-

ble. Sheath collapse begins at the right wall first around

t¼ 498 ns. By t1¼ 503 ns, substantial decharging of the right

wall has taken place and UWC,R has become the dominant

influx component. UWC,R continues to increase for as long as

dre,R/dt is negative. This is because as rR (and hence UR)

drop, the energy range of the previously trapped electrons

that can reach the wall widens, eUR<wx< eUeq.

Let us quantify the time evolution of the sheath collapse.

Before instability, the system is in a quasisteady state, so

dre,R/dt� 0 and UWC,R is at some small value UWC,eq. The

sheath collapse at the right wall leads to a large influx of

WCE’s but does not affect Uion,R, does not immediately per-

turb the SEE flux coming from the left wall from its initial

value Ub,eq, and only causes UCE,R to increase slightly via

loss cone expansion. Thus, the net charge rate is,

1

e

dre

dt
� DCWCð1� cWCÞ; (15)

where we wrote DUWC�UWC�UWC,eq. As first order linear

approximations, the reduction of the potential barrier U
should be proportional to the charge loss, DU�U�Ueq

� a(re�re,eq)� aDre. Also, during collapse, DUWC

��bDU where b depends on the density of WCE’s border-

ing loss cone in energy space.

Now we can express Dre as (�DUWC)/ab and solve the

differential equation (15) for DUWC(t) to get,

DCWCðtÞ ¼ DCWC;0 exp½eabðcWC � 1Þt�: (16)

Then Dre(t) and DU(t) in terms of DUWC(t) are,

FIG. 2. Evolution of key parameters at the right wall over the first 2.4 ls of

the Ez¼ 200 V/cm simulation. U is the potential difference between the right

wall and plasma center. The �u(x) and EVDF plots in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)

were taken at t¼ 497.5 ns.

FIG. 3. A simulation with Ez¼ 50 V/cm, �turb¼ 5
 107 s�1 and all other

conditions the same as the Ez¼ 200 V/cm run. Data in this plot are averaged

over 30 ns intervals to smooth the fluctuations and show more clearly that

cWC¼ 1 is the critical point of instability. Squares are used to mark the peaks

of Cb during instability, which are hidden by the peaks of CWC.
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DUðtÞ ¼ �eaDCWCðtÞðcWC � 1Þ; (17)

DreðtÞ ¼ �eDCWCðtÞðcWC � 1Þ: (18)

In Eq. (16), DUWC,0 is just the initial value of DUWC due

to some perturbation. When cWC< 1, perturbations are

damped. But when cWC> 1, we see that UWC, along with re

and U, should all displace exponentially in time from their

equilibrium values. This appears in to be in good qualitative

agreement with the right wall collapse data, Fig. 4. The pro-

cess is even faster than a pure exponential for two reasons.

Firstly, the coefficient b increases as U drops further because

the density of electrons in energy space increases deeper into

the bulk (Fig. 1(c)). Second, cWC continues increasing during

collapse because WCE’s hit the wall with larger vx as U
drops.

While the linear approximation is not exact, the analysis

shows the sheath collapse is a rapid runaway effect. Another

hidden approximation was that Ue,net(t) can be expressed in

terms of the bulk EEDF and U(t) as the sheath evolves. That

is valid for dynamic sheaths provided the sheath changes

slowly over the propagation time of electrons through the

sheath, which is comparable to the plasma period (�0.1 ns

here). Hence this is acceptable for the sheath collapse. But

the collapse is far too fast to be considered quasistatic

because it occurs faster than the flight time of secondaries

between the walls sflight, so the formulas describing the

steady state physics (11)–(13), which assume Ub¼Ue,out at

each wall do not apply. For instance, in Fig. 4(c), cnet,R

reaches well above unity to 1.33 during the collapse, in vio-

lation of Eq. (13). It would be physically impossible to have

cnet> 1 for a floating surface in any steady state sheath

theory.

The left wall sheath collapses near t¼ 512 ns, similarly

to the right wall sheath.

3. The instability quenches when the surface charge
on the wall becomes positive

It may be expected that the sheaths should fully collapse

(U should reach 0), since there is no apparent way for the run-

away drop of U to stop. But surprisingly, this does not occur.

At t2¼ 508 ns in Fig. 4, UWC,R reaches a maximum and simul-

taneously the decharging stops (drR/dt� 0). The collapse has

quenched but U only dropped to a minimum Umin¼ 18 V

(Fig. 2). In fact, U never approaches zero or becomes negative

during any instability events in Figs. 2 and 3.

The reason for the quenching is that the runaway loss of

electrons from the wall eventually leads to a surface charge

that is positive (r> 0, or re< 0). When r> 0, some emitted

secondaries get pulled back to the wall, producing a new

influx component Uref. As the sheath collapses, r will at

some time become sufficiently positive to pull back the right

fraction of secondaries to make the net electron flux Ue,net

equal Uion again so that dre/dt� 0 and cnet< 1. The sheath is

now I-V stable because there is a stabilizing collection term

in Eq. (4) due to the fact that dUref/dU< 0 when re< 0.

The change in u(x) during sheath collapse is depicted in

Fig. 5(a). The sheath amplitude is abruptly reduced over

7 ns. As re drops below 0, the SEE-suppressing field forms

near the wall and u(x) becomes nonmonotonic. The potential

“dip” amplitude when quenching occurs is 1.4 V. This value

is of the order of the initial kinetic energies of true seconda-

ries, which are emitted with an energy distribution corre-

sponding to Temit¼ 2 eV.

The secondaries pulled back to the wall are colder than

the hot WCE’s and do not induce strong SEE. But due to

how the simulation diagnostics work, they are also counted

as WCE’s in the data. This way the quenching of instability

is apparent before t2 in Fig. 4 as the effective cWC quickly

drops from a peak value of 1.3 to a value slightly below

unity. Hot “true” WCE’s with cWC� 1.3 are still hitting the

right wall because UR<Ueq, but due to the contribution of

Cref, cWC,eff saturates near 1.

The electrons removed from the wall during collapse

become new secondaries which add to the negative space

charge near the interface. Because of this, we find ne(x)> ni(x)

in the sheath at the quench state (Q) in Fig. 5(b). This is

FIG. 4. Evolution of parameters at each wall during the first instability in

the Ez¼ 200 V/cm run. Temporal data are recorded every 0.88 ns. (The time

step for movement of particles is 1000 times smaller, 0.88 ps, chosen to sat-

isfy the Courant condition for the simulation parameters.)
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opposite to the usual structure of a Debye sheath like the pre-

collapse state (i) where ni(x)> ne(x).

To answer an earlier question, the reason the sheath

does not fully collapse is that there is still a repulsive barrier

to interior plasma electrons in state (Q) provided by the neg-

ative space charge from the new secondaries. This barrier is

important because if U did drop to zero, all bulk electrons

would be able to escape, causing a destructively high thermal

power flux. Instead, the rate at which U decreases with re

(the coefficient a used in Eqs. (16) and (17)) is determined

by the average spatial displacement of the lost surface elec-

trons from the surface, which is limited by the slow emission

velocities of secondaries (Temit). We verified if Temit is

increased, U drops further during each instability. For suffi-

ciently high Temit, U can actually drop below zero.

The change in the field Ex(x)¼�du(x)/dx during col-

lapse is localized near the wall in Fig. 5(a). Further away

from the wall, the new secondaries have been accelerated to

higher velocity, thereby minimizing the density change

Dne(x). We see near x¼ 2.44 cm, Ex(x) is almost unaffected

throughout the collapse. Incidentally in Fig. 5(b), ni(x) does

not change much during collapse due to the large ion mass

and the fast time scale of the instability. As in RF dis-

charges,2 the ion profiles ni(x), h vi i (x) can be assumed static

and Uion constant as the sheath changes.

Interestingly, at the quench state (Q), u(x) looks qualita-

tively similar to the SCL sheath1–6,20 often expected to form

at surfaces with very strong SEE. The sheaths were observed

to transition briefly to a SCL-like state in past studies of

instabilities,7,8 but it was not known why this happened. A

SCL sheath theoretically arises when solving Poisson’s equa-

tion with the plasma electron density, plasma ion density and

secondary electron density written in terms of u(x). When

the SEE yield of hot plasma electrons crosses a critical

threshold ccr near unity, the space charge due to the emission

Ce,out¼ cnetCion/(1� cnet) becomes large enough to force a

nonmonotonic u(x) solution with a dip near the wall. A simi-

lar u(x) with a dip or “virtual cathode” near the wall also

appears for walls emitting strong thermionic electron current.

Pointed out as early as Langmuir’s work,33 a nonmonotonic

or “double” sheath must arise in steady state to suppress

some emission if the surface emits more than the plasma

electron saturation current.

However, the nonmonotonic u(x) in Fig. 5(a) is funda-

mentally different from a “real” steady state double sheath of

any kind. For a valid static solution to Poisson’s equation,

ni(x) is expressible in terms of u(x) by the familiar energy

and flux conservation relations. But if the unperturbed state

(i) is a static solution, the quench state (Q) clearly cannot be

because u(x) changed for all x, while ni(x) is unchanged.

The nonmonotonic u(x) arising during sheath collapse is

strictly a time-dependent effect caused by the sudden expul-

sion of surface electrons making r> 0.

4. All WCE’s escape the system

After the right wall sheath collapse has quenched at t2 in

Fig. 4, a brief period of current balance exists. At t3, UWC,R

remains very large because the sheath potential UR is still at

a smaller value Umin¼ 18 V compared to Ueq¼ 38 V. A simi-

lar sheath collapse occurred at the left wall at t� 512 ns and

has quenched by t¼ t3. So all electrons in the system with

eUmin<wx< eUeq will escape. The WCE’s that escape are

replaced by secondary electrons with wx ranging from eUmin

to eUeq.

The intense outflux of secondaries will cross the plasma

and strike the other wall. This explains the large increase of

Ub at each wall. Ub,L and Ub,R reach their peaks, respectively,

at t4 and t5, about 13 ns after sheath collapse quenches at the

other wall. This implies that sflight for beam electrons is

about 13 ns. sflight is also the approximate time that it takes

the detrapped WCE’s with eUmin<wx< eUeq to fully escape

after collapse. Therefore, the WCE’s “run out” at around the

same time Ub reaches its peak value at each wall. So by t4
and t5, CWC,L and CWC,R have, respectively, dropped to val-

ues much smaller than their peak values. Overall, the escape

of the WCE’s causes more than 10% of the plasma energy to

be lost to the walls within a short (�20 ns) time.

5. Restoration of the system to a new steady state

After a WCE instability, the system tends to restore to a

new quasisteady state (Figs. 2 and 3). Note that the instabil-

ity near t¼ 500 ns in Fig. 2 causes a permanent dramatic

change to all parameters. But all other instabilities in Fig. 2,

and all instabilities in Fig. 3, transition all parameters (except

cWC) roughly to the same pre-instability value. Something is

mysteriously different about the first instability in Fig. 2.

To explain this anomaly, we continue where we left off

from the previous section (t5 in Fig. 4). For flux balance con-

siderations: at t5, Cb at each wall is far larger than it was

before instability (�15 times) and CWC is small again (rela-

tive to Cb). CCE has increased due to the increase in size of

FIG. 5. Collapse of the sheath in time. (a) Potential profiles near the right

wall, plotted relative to the wall for easy comparison. Initial state (i) at

t¼ 497.5 ns represents the pre-collapse state with U¼ 38 V, see Fig. 1(b).

States (1) to (Q) are from t¼ 501.88 to 508 ns, corresponding to the temporal

data points in Fig. 4. State (Q) is when quenching occurs. (b) Electron and

ion density profiles during collapse. Labeled ne(x) profiles correspond to the

u(x) profiles. States (1)–(3) for ne(x) are omitted due to strong overlap. ni(x)

barely changes during collapse. The surface charge sign and magnitude can

be inferred from du(x)/dx at the wall by Gauss’s law.
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the loss cone, but by less than a factor of two. cCE is weakly

changed. To reach a new quasisteady state, Eq. (12) must be

satisfied approximately, Cb� cCECCE/(1� cb). There is a

wide range of possible cb because with Ez¼ 200 V/cm and

Bx¼ 100 G, the energies of true secondaries impacting the

walls could range anywhere from 0 to 2meVD
2¼ 45 eV via

(14). Thus cb for BNC could vary in principle from zero to

unity, depending on U. Since it is always the case after an

instability that Cb� CCE, we see that Cb can remain much

larger than its pre-instability value if the system restores to a

U in which cb becomes closer to unity. This is what happens

after the first instability of Fig. 2. However, when the second

instability occurs, cb is already near 1, so all parameters tend

to restore to their pre-instability value. Hence the instabilities

following the first one become quasiperiodic.

To show more clearly how the new quasisteady state

is reached after collapse, we illustrate a WCE instability

occurring in another simulation with Ez¼ 100 V/cm,

�turb¼ 11.2
 106 s�1 and all else equal to the previous simu-

lations. In Fig. 6, sheath collapse begins at the left wall first

near t¼ 2843 ns. The temporal behavior of the fluxes and

partial SEE coefficients during instability are qualitatively

similar to Fig. 4 up to when Ub reaches its peak value at each

wall. The entire analysis of the collapse from the previous

sections applies. Ub � UCE at each wall after collapse as

always. But there is a major difference when the system

restores to a new quasisteady state. There is a large recharg-

ing of each wall (dre/dt > 0) accompanied by a simultaneous

decrease of Ub. Notice that Ub decreases all the way to a

tenth of its peak value before a new quasisteady state was

achieved near t¼ 2890 ns. In contrast, after the first instabil-

ity in Fig. 4, there is minimal recharging and Ub remains

near its peak value.

The reason for the difference is that with Ez¼ 100 V/cm,

the maximal drift energy true secondaries can gain is 11 eV,

only 1=4 of that in the Ez¼ 200 V/cm simulation. This puts an

upper limit, well below 1, on the maximum possible steady

state cb. Recall that the large increase of Ub after sheath col-

lapse is produced by secondaries emitted from the other wall

with a range of wx; eUmin<wx< eUeq. So as the intense

beam restores electrons to the wall, U increases above Umin

and some incoming beam electrons get cut off by the larger

potential barrier. This causes Ub to drop as the walls recharge

in Fig. 6. (The same decrease of Ub and increase of U also

happen after the periodic instabilities of Fig. 2.) The recharg-

ing makes re> 0 again, thereby making u(x) monotonic. In

all cases, recharging stops when a new quasisteady state is

reached satisfying (12). cb was approximately 0.6 before

instability in both Figs. 4 and 6. For the latter run with

Ez¼ 100 V/cm, cb could only relax to 0.72 with Ub� 6UCE

but in the Ez¼ 200 V/cm run cb was able to remain at 0.95

with Ub� 19UCE.

In the Ez¼ 50 V/cm simulation (Fig. 3) there are no

significant changes in cb after any of the instability events,

including the first one near t¼ 1.5 ls. Because 2meVD
2 is

only 4 eV in this run, ebeam will not vary enough to change cb

even as U varies widely (35 V to 17 V) throughout the first

6 ls. One can confirm from Eq. (12) that the gradual
increase of Ub over the first 3 ls is driven by gradual

increases of UCE and cCE. Since cb is roughly fixed, there are

no permanent jumps of Ub that we observed in the other two

simulations, only temporary jumps during instabilities. In

this run, cb is 0.55, larger than one would expect from

impacting electrons with e� 4 eV. This is due to the beam’s

elastically backscattered secondaries with high energies.

Backscattering is also responsible for the large temporary
increases of cb during instability. When a sheath collapses,

there is a sudden jump of secondary flux DUe,out� cWCDUWC

from that wall. Some of these new secondaries are the high

energy type, which travel at high velocity and strike the other

wall with c(e) well above 1. So cb can reach much higher val-

ues during instability (1.4 in Fig. 6) than during steady state

because the backscattered fraction is temporarily larger.

Once the colder true secondaries catch up, which is when Ub

reaches its peak value, cb is much lower than its peak value.

6. Why is cWC < 1 after instability?

After the periodic instabilities of Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3, cWC

is well below unity (�0.7 in Fig. 2 and �0.4 in Fig. 3). As

was observed in Fig. 4 of Ref. 8, the “WCE region” of the
FIG. 6. Evolution of parameters during the first instability in a simulation

with Ez¼ 100 V/cm, �turb¼ 11.2
 106 s�1.
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EVDF eUmin<wx< eUeq now consists of trapped “former

beam electrons” (FBE’s). FBE’s have smaller parallel ener-

gies than the hot bulk WCE’s had before instability, so this is

why cWC< 1 and the sheath is stable again. (The reader may

wonder why cWC after restoration is not equal to cb. This is

because the beam flux is produced by coherent true seconda-

ries and backscattered electrons, while the FBE’s are true

secondaries with mixed drift phases.)

E. Under what plasma conditions does the WCE
instability occur?

The equilibrium bulk EEDF in the simulation model

is approximately bi-Maxwellian with temperatures T// and

Tx, where T// / (Ez/Bx)2(�turb/�en).29 T// and Tx are unequal

due to the anisotropic heating and low collisionality. In

simulations where T// exceeds a critical value, a steady

state with cWC< 1 cannot exist. Periodic instabilities

called “relaxation sheath oscillations” (RSO’s)8 occur. As

the plasma “attempts” to relax to a bi-Maxwellian form with

large T//, cWC reaches unity, causing an instability which

cools the WCE region of the EVDF to make cWC< 1 tempo-

rarily. The period of “oscillation” seen in Figs. 2 and 3 is

governed by the time it takes the WCE region to reheat after

each instability. This time is unrelated to (and orders of mag-

nitude larger than) the period of plasma oscillations. When

RSO’s occur, the zero current condition is only maintained

in a time-averaged sense over the RSO period. This contrasts

to time-independent sheath theories that require zero current

at all times at a dielectric surface.

An estimate T//,cr� 40 eV of the critical T// needed for

the onset of RSO’s was found by integrating c(e) for BNC

over a 2-D Maxwellian. For lower temperature simulations,

an equilibrium is reached with cWC< 1. A finite number of

instabilities may still occur as the system evolves from its

irregular initial state at t¼ 0 to its equilibrium,7 which takes

�5–10 ls due to the slow adjustment of ions. The u(x) snap-

shot in Fig. 1(b) taken early in the simulation has a rather flat

region in the middle because the interior ions have not yet

reacted to the sheath formation. u(x) in a true equilibrium

looks (qualitatively) parabolic.28

Interestingly, it was found in Ref. 7 that equilibrium

states always have SEE beams that undergo (nþ 3/4) number

of rotations before impact. The proposed explanation for this

was that if U changes, sflight changes in Eq. (14), which

changes cb, thereby changing the emitted flux, which

changes re. And therefore the “differential resistance” of the

sheath was only stable if dcb/dU> 0, requiring that the beam

phase be within certain allowed bands (see Fig. 4 of Ref. 7).

The theory relies on the two sheaths evolving simultaneously

and the SEE beams always being the dominant flux. This is

valid for quasisteady evolution over many ls (1 ls� sflight),

because u(x) stays symmetric and U changes so slowly that

UWC remains small (as in the stable intervals of Fig. 2). So

the theory accurately explains the stability bands. However,

we have confirmed that the above differential resistance

mechanism is not related to sheath collapse and is not the

reason the beam phase can change abruptly after a sheath

collapse; Figs. 4 and 6 show that (a) the sheaths collapse

asymmetrically one at a time, (b) that they collapse faster

than sflight, and (c) that the WCE flux dominates.

We note that the WCE instability does not require the

planar geometry, perfect symmetry, normal B-field, low col-

lisionality or floating surfaces used in the simulations here.

We have confirmed that similar instabilities do occur in

variations of the simulation model that are asymmetric and/

or use biased walls.

IV. IMPLICATIONS OF SHEATH INSTABILITIES ON
TRANSPORT AND ENERGY LOSS

The study of electron transport in crossed electric and

magnetic fields is an important fundamental plasma physics

problem not just for E
B discharges27,34 where the E field

is externally applied. It is also important in cases where the

E field is generated by the ambipolar constraint,35 from PSI

(e.g., drifts within sheaths36) or from biased surfaces contact-

ing the plasma (e.g., plasma perturbation and cross-field

effects from probes37,38,40 or biased divertor plates39).

Common cross-B-field transport mechanisms include

viscosity, inertia and ion-neutral collisions40 in the bulk

plasma. But emitted secondaries from the surface can also

cause transport. True secondaries, as well as impacting elec-

trons that randomly backscatter, will on average suffer a

displacement across B comparable to the gyro-radius in the

direction of E. This near-wall conductivity (NWC) effect41

is known to be very important in HT’s and can outweigh

transport from turbulence. Experimental evidence of NWC

comes from the strong influence of the wall material on the

discharge current.27,42,43,45 For a given discharge voltage,

the axial current is larger when emitting materials are used.

As the voltage is increased, the SEE conductivity causes sat-

uration of the plasma temperature and axial electric field in

the channel.44

Sheath instabilities could exacerbate the degrading

SEE-induced transport. 2-D (r,h) simulations of a HT by

Taccogna et al.10 showed that azimuthal field fluctuations

driven by a radial sheath instability can strongly increase

transport. While the azimuthal dimension is not included in

the 1-D EDIPIC model, one could expect a similar result for

a WCE sheath collapse if it were propagating along a cylin-

drical channel or any 1-D or 2-D surface.

Sheath instabilities can also excite waves in the bulk

plasma. It is impossible to maintain exact neutrality in the

plasma when the surface potential rapidly changes because

the charge density contributed by electrons moving away

from the surface also changes, generating net charge pertur-

bations. Plasma thruster experiments in Ref. 17 and referen-

ces therein found a connection between SEE, spontaneous

microwave oscillations and anomalous wall erosion. The

SEE-driven oscillations in Ref. 15 were found to launch ion

acoustic waves.

One implication of WCE instabilities in particular for

HT’s is that they transition the system to a state that has the

maximum cb and Cb allowed by current balance considera-

tions (Sec. III D 5). The detrimental effect the beams could

have on HT performance is evident when comparing the

200 V/cm run (Fig. 2) with the 50 V/cm run (Fig. 3). Both
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runs were configured to have a similar bulk plasma tempera-

ture (by choosing a different �turb). For this reason, cCE and

CCE are similar in both runs. But because the 200 V/cm run

has SEE beams with cb close to 1 in Eq. (12), the total influx

and axial transport is far larger.

The consequences of secondaries passing between surfa-

ces are not captured in fluid models45–47 of HT’s. Secondaries

reaching other surfaces have been observed in simulations by

other authors with other PIC codes.48 Experimental proof of

this has not been published to our knowledge. But HT experi-

ments have shown that the discharge current also increases

up to saturation when decreasing the radial magnetic field at

a fixed voltage.45 This is consistent with the theory that SEE-

driven transport could be related to the SEE yield of the

beams cb, which is determined by the ratio Ez/Bx.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The Debye sheath is usually assumed to be a static struc-

ture. We presented a general theory showing various condi-

tions under which sheaths can become unstable due to

secondary electron emission. In particular, we showed that

whenever a plasma’s electron temperature exceeds a critical

value, the I-V trace of a surface contacting the plasma

always has a negative differential resistance branch which

can drive instability phenomena. For a Maxwellian plasma

EEDF, the critical value is simply the temperature in which

the SEE coefficient exceeds unity for the surface material, a

condition already known to be met in applications.23

As a practical example, we studied by simulation the

time evolution of a sheath instability predicted to occur

under experimental conditions in Hall thrusters. The instabil-

ity causes a runaway loss of electrons from the surface and

corresponding collapse of the sheath amplitude. It was

shown that the charge density distributions and wall fluxes

found during instability were not physically possible steady

states of a sheath structure. In other words, the dynamic

sheaths are not equivalent to stable sheaths evolving quasis-

tatically and hence cannot be understood in terms of time-

independent PSI theories. In addition, instabilities caused

major changes in the potential profile, wall fluxes, energy

loss, cross-B-field transport, and the bulk plasma EVDF.

Simulations are useful for studying sheath instabilities

since secondary electrons can be tracked and the sheath struc-

ture can be studied closely in time. But experiments do not

have this advantage. In plasma devices, observed changes

resulting from SEE-driven instabilities may be overlooked

and assumed to be driven by processes in the plasma interior.

In light of the nonsteady sheath effects observed in this paper

and elsewhere in the literature,7–17 a static sheath cannot be

taken for granted in practice when SEE is very strong.
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